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Abstract: One of the key reasons why ADLs are yet to be adopted commercially on a
large scale is due to shortcomings in their ability to describe adequate interface
specifications. An interface specification that is vague, lacking in detail, too
style focused or too language-specific results in an ADL description with a
restricted scope of use. This paper demonstrates how an XML-based ADL
(xADL 2.0) can be extended to model detailed, meaningful interface
specifications, and is used as part of a simple prototype to demonstrate how
they form an integral part of an architectural description, paying particular
attention to interface-level constraints. The approach is based on the principle
that an ADL's interface modeling features should provide sufficient flexibility
to allow them to reflect stakeholder's interface concerns at all stages in the
lifecycle.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Architecture Description Languages (ADLs) provide a structured means
of representing a system's architecture that is both human and machine-
readable, and have been proposed as a modeling notation to provide support
for some of the problems experienced in architecture-based development [1].
However, the diverse nature of existing ADLs indicates a lack of clarity with
respect to the kind of language an ADL should be and how it should be used.
Some ADLs have a narrow usage scope, providing highly specific support
during the early stages of architectural analysis, while others perceive
varying degrees of relationship between architectural description and the
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underlying implementation. Also, it is still unclear how ADLs and their
associated descriptions might interrelate with other design and runtime
artifacts, such as requirements and domain models, modeling tools,
implementation platforms and execution engines. The lack of such
relationships minimizes the ADL's potential.
While these realities present a broad range of problems, a fundamental
requirement is the provision of adequate interface modeling capabilities. An
accurate interface description is an essential part of an architectural
specification, and a key requirement of architectural stakeholders at all
stages in the project lifecycle [2]. It is pivotal to an ADL's malleability as
constrained and monolithic interface support results in a limited ADL. Most
importantly, it is required to establish an accurate relationship between
architectural description and the underlying implementation, allowing the
ADL to support maintainable and evolvable software.
The remainder of the paper is summarised as follows. Sections 2 and 3
provide a brief overview of ADLs, the latter paying attention to their diverse
approaches to supporting interface description. Section 4 discusses interface
modeling concerns in architectural documentation. Section 5 discusses two
approaches to defining an ADL meta-language for interface description
using the XML-Schema standard. Section 6 discusses the application of the
second approach to a suitable ADL, section 7 demonstrates an example of its
application and section 8 offers conclusions and discusses future work.
2. OVERVIEW OF PROMINENT ADLS
The goal of achieving architecture-driven development and architecture-
centric evolution presents many diverse challenges, and this is reflected in
the ADLs that have been developed throughout the research community,
some of which are listed in Table 1. Despite the lack of a common,
universally acceptable definition of software architecture [3], all adopt a
relatively standard approach to modeling basic architectural structure. Most
recognise an architecture as being a set of components (or modules) whose
interactions are represented as connectors [1]. Relationships between
components and connectors are represented as links (or attachments). Some
ADLs allow components to be directly linked to one another; others require
them to communicate via connectors, while some allow direct links between
connectors. ADLs allow these basic architectural elements to be refined to
various degrees, thus allowing the notion of a sub-architecture to be
modelled. They also attempt to distinguish between template definitions of
architectural elements and instances of those elements that are defined in
actual instantiations of a particular architecture.
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While there is a general conformance to this core set of architectural
concepts, there is significant diversity in their detailed ADL features, e.g.
naming conventions and keywords used, their scope of concern, and their
associated technologies and tools. For example, Darwin, Wright and Rapide
have focused on static and dynamic analysis of abstract architectural
descriptions; Aesop has investigated the customisation of architectural
design environments; Unicon has identified and implemented commonly
occurring connector abstractions; Arch Java investigates communication
integrity; SOFA highlights the relationship between architecture and
component-based middleware; xADL aims to support rapid prototyping and
tailoring to assist ADL research, and ACME and ADML strive for ADL
standards and recognition. Some of these ADLs have a narrow scope of use,
providing high-level, conceptual support during the early stages of
architectural analysis. Others perceive a relationship between the
architectural description and the underlying implementation. The nature of
this relationship varies; some ADLs provide code generation facilities, while
others aim to represent the architecture explicitly in the underlying system.
Both conceptual and more concrete ADLs have yet to receive widespread
acceptance. This indicates a difficulty in providing an architectural language
that is sufficiently conceptual to support high-level abstractions, yet
simultaneously capable of supporting and governing the code level in an
acceptable manner. Important issues still remain largely unaddressed by
ADL research - these include the lack of explicit support for the definition
of architectural viewpoints [4] and the insufficient emphasis on the
relationship between ADLs and other developmental and runtime artefacts
such as requirements models, design models, domain models, modelling
tools and languages, implementation platforms and execution engines.
3. ADL SUPPORT FOR MODELING INTERFACES
An overview of the interface modeling characteristics of a broad range of
existing ADLs (including UML) is given in Table 1. Different keywords are
used, e.g. ports, roles, players, interfaces. They are difficult to compare and
categorise, as ADL interface modeling characteristics are often influenced
by their primary intended use. For example, if the ADL is geared for formal
analysis, then the interface modeling support is influenced by the formal
methods used (e.g. Wright, Darwin, Rapide), or if an ADL is closely aligned
to a particular architectural style or underlying platform, style or platform
specific interface features are provided. This is sufficient to fulfill the ADL's
primary intent, at the expense of constraining its capability in other respects.
ADLs and modeling notations aiming for a broader usage scope allow
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detailed interface features to be represented as user-defined properties (e.g.
ACME and UML). This allows any interface feature to be modeled, but the
language's native tools cannot interpret them, leaving this task to the ADL
user, and hindering the possibility of a more standardized representation.
Also, as this approach does not provide specific syntax for the features
within the core ADL, it is more difficult to clarify feature semantics.
Table 1. ADL support for modeling interfaces
ADL
Aesop
[5]
ACME
[61
ADML
[71
Wright
[8]
Darwin
[9]
Rapide
[10]
xADL 2.0
[ill
Unicon
[12]
ArchJava
[13]
C2SADL
[14]
UML
Type
Implementation
independent
Implementation
independent
Implementation
independent
Implementation
independent
Implementation
independent
Implementation
independent
Implementation
constraining
Implementation
constraining
Implementation
constraining
Implementation
constraining
Implementation
independent
Keyword
Ports and
Roles
Ports and
Roles
Ports and
Roles
Ports and
Roles
Interface
Interface
Interface
Players and
Roles
Roles
Interface
Interface
Key Features
Allows ports/roles to be
associated with a style
Allows ports/roles to be
associated with a style
XML version of ACME -
same as above
Uses CSP notation to
capture interaction
semantics
Interfaces can contain
provides and requires
services, focuses on
bindings between
interfaces specified in pi-
calculus
Can model synchronous
and asynchronous features,
advanced parameterization
and subtyping possible
C2-specific features
Players/roles associated
with specific component
and connector types
Java-like syntax, ports can
have provides, requires,
broadcast features
Can model C2-specific
provides/requires features
"Lollipop" or rectangular
notation can be used
Semantic Modeling
Semantics associated
with certain
architectural styles
User-defined
properties
Same as ACME
Port/Role behaviour
can be modeled in CSP
Supports
parameterization and
subtyping, portal
semantics added using
tags
Poset (event) patterns
characterised using
behaviour and
constraint declarations
C2-specific semantics
Specific properties
associated with port
and role types
Provides features can
include a Java
implementation
C2-specific semantics
Semantics modeled
using properties and
tagged values
4. INTERFACE CONCERNS IN ARCHITECTURAL
DOCUMENTATION
In order to develop adequate support for the high-level, platform
independent modeling of interfaces during the early stages of the project
lifecycle, one should take cognizance of the features found in the interface
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documentation of architectural specifications. Bachmann et al. suggest a
standard organization for architecture-level interface documentation [2]:
1. Identity - This identification may include versioning information.
2. Resources provided - This includes syntactic (e.g. name, arguments etc.)
and semantic information (i.e. the implications of using the resource).
3. Data types - user-defined data types declared on the interface.
4. Errors raised by interface resources.
5. Configuration information - This might involve the passing of parameters
to the interface.
6. Quality attribute characteristics.
7. What the associated element requires from its environment.
8. Rationale and design issues - This may be a narrative description of the
motivation/considerations behind the interface's design.
9. Usage guide - This allows stakeholders to gain a better view of the
interface's overall role. This can be achieved by identifying and depicting
resource usage scenarios that the architect expects to repeatedly occur.
10. Exceptions - These could be errors on the part of the actor invoking the
resource, or errors that occur due to software or hardware events that
result in a violation in the element's assumptions about its environment.
Like all aspects of architectural documentation, some of the discussed
features are structured and should be carried through and directly reflected in
design and implementation. Other information is prose based and is intended
to enhance the understanding of the structured information. The structured
architectural information would ultimately be much more useful and
accurate if it was a part of the system, rather than being part of the associated
documentation. Therefore, the ADL's language features should be sufficient
to allow the modelling of the structured information by providing explicit
syntax for relevant features, and should also support the formal or semi-
formal specification of features where required (in order to support the latter,
it should facilitate more than one formal notation if required). Also, ADL
modelling tools should allow this structured information to be annotated
with relevant prose-based information.
5. TOWARDS AN ADL META-LANGUAGE FOR
INTERFACE DESCRIPTION
A suitable ADL interface meta-language should facilitate the definition
of abstract, language-independent interfaces and should also support their
transition into concrete, language-specific ones. Also, it should be extensible
- this is required to support the diversity in existing ADLs, architectural
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documentation, development platforms, and the many different, and possibly
unanticipated ADL usage contexts. Also, the approach should reflect the
commonality that exists between interface modeling features of the different
platforms. This will allow each platform's interface modeling requirements
to be defined in terms of a common format and will ease the future addition
of features related to other, possibly newer platforms. It will also facilitate
the definition of structured mappings between language-independent and
language-specific interfaces, a trait which is advocated by the Model Driven
Architecture (MDA)[15]. This section discusses the potential of two possible
approaches to providing a suitable interface meta-language for ADLs. The
experimentation discussed in this section is applied to the interface features
of Java, C# and OMG's IDL3, the latter a part of the CORBA Component
Model (CCM). To ease the application and extension of the approaches, both
have been defined using the XML-Schema standard.
5.1 First approach - generic language-independent
schema and language-specific extensions
The first candidate approach is based on the premise that the common, or
overlapping features of language-specific interface specifications provide a
basis from which an ADL's language-independent interface features can be
built. Their specific, differing features act as a basis for refinement in
detailed design. For example, all of them exhibit notions of identity,
resources provided and input/return parameters. Most of them allow
properties or constants to be defined - these can be primitive or user-defined.
However, while they allow syntax to be specified unambiguously, they
generally do not support the specification of resource semantics [16], a void
which could be addressed by an ADL.
To investigate the potential of this approach, the overlapping interface
modeling features of Java, C# and IDL3 were identified and represented in
an XML-Schema as complex types. This provided the basis for the
language-independent interface description. Based on the language-
independent schema in the study, their differing features were then modeled
as separate schema complex types. Each of these types used the XML-
Schema extension capabilities to extend the language-independent complex
types. To demonstrate the potential for modeling semantics, the generic
schema also contains features for specifying design-by-contract [17]
constraints. The relationship between the language-independent and
language-specific schemata for this experiment is shown in Figure 1. The
language-independent schema contains three nested complex types that
support the modeling of optional and mandatory features, including interface
identity, references to extended interfaces, preconditions, postconditions,
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invariants, operation names, and input/return parameters. The three
language-specific schemata contain specialist features outside this generic
set. For example, the Java specific complex types (JavalnterfaceDefinition
JavalnterfaceBody and JavalnputParam) contain the AccessType feature for
optionally specifying the interface's accessibility (i.e. public, private,
protected etc.) and features for constant declarations, references to
exceptions, inner interface declarations and inner class declarations. In a
similar fashion, C# interface specifics are represented in
C_SharpInterfaceDefmition, C_SharpInterfaceBody and
C_SharpInputParam, and IDL3 specifics in CCMInterfaceBody, and
CCMInputParam. C# specific features include attributes, access types,
properties, indexers, and events and support for specifying input parameters
as being of type value, output, reference or array, while IDL3 specific
features include events, constants, types, attributes and exceptions, and also
support for specifying input parameters as 'in', 'out' or 'inout'.
«complexType»
InterfaceOefinifion
Identifier 1..1
Extends 0..1
«complexType»
InterfaceBoty
For each method signature
ReturnParam 1 ..1
OperationName 0..1
InputParam 0,.»
Precondition 0..*
Postcondition 0,.*
«complexType»
InputParam
ParamName 1 ..1
ParamType 1 ..1
«complexType»
JavalnputParam
passingTypei..!
Figure 1. Conceptual overview of first approach - interface features of Java, C# and IDL3.
Common features are represented in the language-independent schema, differing features are
modeled in extension schemata.
The language-independent schema is a good representation of the main
interface features in commonly used programming languages and
middleware technologies, but it has shortcomings that hinder its potential to
support all of the previously discussed guidelines. First, the approach does
not support the establishment of a stable boundary between the sets of
features contained in the language-independent and language-specific levels.
Most notably, the set of language-independent features depicted in Figure 1
would become smaller if more interface examples from other programming
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languages and middleware technologies were factored into the approach.
Also, as the features contained in the language-independent interface are
directly based on those in language-specific interfaces, changing it in
response to syntactic changes in platform-specific interface modeling
features, or to accommodate new language-specific platforms would be
cumbersome. The approach supports language-specific concerns well, but its
ability to support language-independent concerns is restricted by its narrow
feature set, which restricts its ability to extensively support the criteria for
architectural documentation in Section 4. The narrow language-independent
feature set would also restrict its ability to support the simulation and
analysis of language-independent architectural models at an early stage in
the lifecycle, like other ADLs such as Rapide. Also, the schema layout in the
approach is rather unintuitive, making associated tool support more difficult
to construct.
5.2 Second approach - core set of feature declarations
The second approach involves the definition of a broad set of individual
feature declarations and their use as the basis for constructing the language-
independent and language-specific schemata (Figure 2). It consists of three
parts - the first being the core set of feature declarations, the second part
being a language-independent schema that is defined using the core feature
declarations, and the third part which facilitates the definition of language-
specific interface schemata. A language-specific schema may use features
from the core set as a basis for definition, and may additionally define
exclusive features to represent interface features that are not supported by
the core set.
Feature declarations (Language Independent ' "
000 0 00
000 000
000 0 00
mapping/translation
between schemata
Language Specific
0 0 0
0 (New!
Figure 2. Conceptual view of interface model
As interface descriptions based on the schemata are defined in XML, XSL
stylesheets could be used to transform language-independent interface
descriptions into language-specific ones, and/or to generate code if required.
Some of the defined language-independent features are also explicitly
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represented in corresponding language-specific schemata (e.g.
InterfaceName, Extendedlnterface, ResourceDeclaration and
ResourceName). Other language-independent features may be realised in the
implementation of an element that implements the interface at a language-
specific level, rather than being explicitly represented in the language-
specific interface. For example, the language-independent schema in Figure
3 contains features for modeling the configuration parameters of an
interface, but the Java specific interface schema does not contain this feature.
Instead, a Java implementation might represent the configuration parameters
in the constructor of a class that implements a corresponding Java interface.
In this case, a translation could generate corresponding code outside the
ADL's scope of description if a particular usage context required it.
Table 2. Core types in interface model
Feature
AccessType
Array
AttributeDeclaration
ConfigParam
ConstantDeclaration
Enum
Event
Exception
ExceptionRef
Extendedlnterface
InOutParam
InParam
InterfaceName
Invariant
I_OptParam
LRefParam
OutParam
Overview of Semantics
Represents the accessibility scope of the interface.
Represents a CORBA-like array declaration on an interface.
Represents a CORBA-like attribute declaration - attributes indicate the
variables in an element that are accessible to clients.
Facilitates the configuration of elements through configuration parameters
(e.g. specification of size of data structure element that implements
interface).
Represents the declaration of a CORBA-like constant declaration on an
interface.
Represents a CORBA-like enumerated type declaration .
Represents an event declaration. Elements that implement the interface
will either publish the event or subscribe to it.
Represents the specification of any exceptions that can be raised by
resources declared in the interface.
Represents any references to exceptions that may be made in an interface-
level resource declaration.
Represents a reference to an interface that is extended by this interface.
ADLs and platforms generally allow an interface to extend multiple
interfaces.
Represents an 'inout' parameter which combines value and return
parameters, allowing a calling method to pass and receive a value.
Represents a value (or input) parameter. Parameter passed by method
caller (actual parameter) is copied into the parameter used by the called
method (formal parameter) when the method is invoked.
Represents the identity of the interface - may also include versioning
information.
Represents specification of interface invariants, i.e. constraints enforced
for all elements that implement the interface.
Represents the optional specification of a formal parameter. Implicitly
supported by some programming languages in the form of variable length
arrays. However, in the context of documenting an architecture's
interfaces, one may prefer to represent optional parameters explicitly.
Represents a reference parameter - address of formal parameter is the
same as actual parameter. Subtle difference between reference and result
parameters is that any changes to the formal parameter immediately affect
the actual parameter.
Represents a result (or output) parameter. Value of formal parameter is
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Feature
O_RetParam
Postcondition
Precondition
ResourceDeclaration
ResourceName
String
Struct
Overview of Semantics
copied into the actual parameter when the procedure returns.
Represents a return parameter returned as a function result.
Represents a postcondition of a resource, i.e. a description of the effects of
that operation on its parameters and element state [18].
Represents a precondition of a resource, i.e. a definition of the situations
under which a postcondition will apply [18].
Represents the amalgamation of information for an interface resource -
ResourceName, various types of resource parameter, preconditions,
postconditions, references to exceptions etc.
Identify of an interface resource.
Represents aCORBA-like string declaration.
Represents aCORBA-like struct declaration.
Hnvokelnterface-
«ch iice»
Langlndlnterface-
— name:lnterfaceName1..1
— configParamiConigPsram
-exlends:Extendedlnterfac«O..*
— resourceDeclaration:Resource€*edaration 0.
— invariant:Invariant 0. . *
— exception:Exception 0..*
— enum:EnumDeclaration 0..*
-s t r ing:St r ingO. . *
-s t rucfcStructO. .*
— constantDeclaratioreConslanlDeciaration Q.J
— attributeDedaration:AttributeDeclaration 0..*
— Array:Array 0..*
LANGUAGE
caHByVal:lnParam1..1 WDEPENDEHT SCHEMA
caUByRef:OutParam1..1
callByVal_RetByRef:lnOutParam 1 . .1
refParamJ RefParam 1..1
optionaParam: l_OptPa r a m 1 ..1
I |—returnPararrcOJtetParam 1 ..1
—preCondftion:PreCondition 0..*
M—-postConditiorcPostCondition 0..*
—exceptionRef:ExceptionRef 0. .*
I—inputParamO..*^-]
«choide»i—callByVafclnParam 1 ..1
—callByRef:OutParam1..1
'——cal lByVa l RetByRef:lnOutParam 1..1
—optionalPararrcl OptParam 1 ..1
1
— refParam:! RefParam 1 ..1
-eventlnterface event:Event 0..* eventSignature 0..*
Figure 3. Language-independent interface schema
The selection of core interface feature types in Table 2 are influenced by
a range of various sources, including the taxonomy in Section 4, Corba IDL,
Java, C# and Visual Basic. Some of the features are a fundamental part of
most linguistic approaches to modeling interfaces, for example,
InterfaceName, Extendedlnterface, ResourceDeclaration, ResourceName
and O_RetParam. CORBA IDL also has additional interface features that are
intended to epitomize a broad set of language-specific features, and some of
them are also suited for inclusion in the set. These are Event, Exception,
ExceptionRef, Struct, AttributeDedaration, ConstantDeclaration, Enum,
String and Array. The classification in Section 4 identifies other important
features that are not directly supported by Corba DDL, for example the
explicit declaration of configuration parameters (ConfigParam) and
accessibility (AccessType). The authors also mention resource semantics -
while it may be more practical to document some of these concerns as prose,
important resource semantics can be characterized as design-by-contract
constraints using the Precondition, Postcondition and Invariant types in the
core set. The core set also includes six different types of resource parameters
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- these are return (O_RetParam), input (InParam), output (OutParam), input-
output (InOutParam), reference (I_RefParam) and optional parameters
(I_OptParam). This broad set of core types is shown in Table 2, and is used
as the basis for defining the language-independent interface schema in
Figure 3.
JAVA SCHEMA
Javalnterface —
:cessType:AccessType C
me:lnterfaceName 1 ..1
- extends:Extendedlnterf ace 0..*
-resourceDeclaration:ResourceDeclaration 0..* —
- constantDeclaration:ConstantDeclaration 0..*
- javalnvariartlnvariant 0. .*
- innerlnterface 0.. * — Javalnterfac e...
"innerClassO..*
~ exceptionRef: Exception Re f 0. .*
"~ returnParam:O_ftetParam 1 ..1
—javapreGondilion:Precondition 0..*
—javapostCondition: Postcondit i o n 0..
- JnputParam:lnParam 0..*
C# SCHEMA
CSharplnterface _
-accessType:AccessType 0..5
-htertaceName:lnterfaceName 0.1
-extendedlnterface 0..*
-ressurceDeclara1ion:ResourceDeclaration 0.,:
- property 0..*
—indexerO..*
-everfEvent 0..*
-returnParam:O_RetParam 1.1
-inputPara^O.
.valParanr.lnParam 1 ..1
:OutParam1..1
-e^famlnOutParam 1 ..1
'amArray 1..1
extends:Extendedlnterface 0..
— invokelnterf ace -
«cl i3ice»
CCMInterface—
resourceDeclaration:ResourceDeclaration 0. .*
attributeDeclaration:AttributeOedaration 0..*
constantDeclaration:ConstantDeclaration 0..*
exception:Exception 0. * , — structStruct 0..!
I inputParamO.
—typeDeclaration 0. .* 1 — union 1. .1
«choice^>
I — eiuim:EnumDeclaration 0..*
• ccmEvent:Event 0..*—EventSignature 0..*
—returnParam:O_RetParam 1 ..1
exceptionRef:ExceptionRef 0..*
ram:lnParam1..1
1..1
Figure 4. Language-specific schemata for Java, C# and IDL3 interfaces
The interface features of Java, C#, and CCM are depicted in Figure 4.
While the official language-specifications of these platforms provide a
detailed informal description of language semantics, rigourous formal
descriptions are not provided. To show how the semantics of language-
independent and language-specific interface features interrelate, input
parameter features are used as an example. In the core types, five input
parameter feature types are declared, each representing different parameter
passing semantics - value or input parameters (InParam), output parameters
(OutParam), value-result parameters (InOutParam), reference parameters
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(I__RefParam), and optional parameters (I_OptParam). The language-
independent schema allows a resource declaration to contain any of these
features, whereas the three language-specific schemata have different sets of
parameter passing semantics. Java only supports input parameters so it only
uses InParam. IDL3 supports input, output and value-result parameters, so it
uses InParam, OutParam and InOutParam. C# supports four types of input
parameter, value, out, ref and param. Value and out use the InParam and
OutParam core types respectively. However, despite its name, ref is
semantically equivalent to InOutParam rather than I_RefParam. As param is
not semantically equivalent to any of the core types, it is defined as a feature
unique to the C# schema.
The second approach is influenced by some of the problems identified
with the first approach and attempts to address them. In contrast to the first
approach, overlapping features in the language-independent and language-
specific schemata are defined in terms of the same set of core types, but the
actual language-independent and language-specific schemata are
independently defined. This means that the addition of new language-
specific features do not force change upon the language-independent
schema, and the number of features that can be included in the language-
independent schema is no longer restricted, giving it the potential to provide
broader support for language-independent interface modeling at an early
stage in the lifecycle, while still providing adequate support for language-
specific refinement at a later stage. Also, the schema layout is more intuitive
$nd easier to apply in comparison to the first approach. Therefore, as the
second approach is a more comprehensive solution, it is currently the basis
of our future work, and is applied in the remaining sections of this paper.
6. APPLYING THE MODEL TO AN ADL
The most recent C2-based ADL (xADL 2.0) provides features for
specifying architectural structure and supporting basic reconfiguration [11].
As it is based on XML-Schemas it is compatible with many existing tools.
Also, xADL is designed to be extensible, allowing modifications to be made
to it more easily than any of the other existing ADLs, and it is therefore used
as the basis for experimentation. xADL 2.0's language structure is split
across a number of interrelated schemata. The most important are the
Instance and Structure&Types schemata. The Instance schema is designed to
represent a completed, running architecture that is instantiated from a
design-time Structure&Types architectural representation. The
Structure&Types representation allows component, connector or interface
elements to be represented as types. Design-time or run-time architectural
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topologies can be created using the Structure&Types or Instance schemata
respectively by declaring one or more instances of a type and creating links
between them. The interface meta-language is added by replacing xADL's
style-specific interface modeling features with a new interface schema
containing the core, language-independent and language-specific parts. This
modification is made in the Structure&Types schema, where the existing
construct used to model interface types is extended.
Alternatively, other ADLs such as ACME and Darwin provide support
for extensibility in the form of properties or tagged values. Such ADLs can
apply the presented interface meta-language by referencing XML interface
descriptions that conform to the presented XML-Schemata.
7. APPLYING THE INTERFACE EXTENSIONS -
STACK EXAMPLE
To demonstrate the approach in practice, the modified ADL is used to
represent a stack component (Stacklmpl) and two interfaces that it
implements (Stack and RemStack), using a Java-based design-by-contract
framework. As Stacklmpl is a binary Java class, the Java-specific interface
schema is used to provide a concrete definition of Stack and RemStack.
These interface definitions also contain design-by-contract constraints
(Figure 5). To demonstrate how the interface model can be used to broaden
an ADL's set of support, a generator was written to process the ADL
description, producing a series of files for each defined interface. Figure 5
depicts StackArch.xml and the files generated from it. First, a language-
specific interface file is generated for each interface - in this case, Stack.java
and RemStack.java. It also generates a proxy that intercepts all interface
invocations and checks the relevant constraints specified in the ADL
description. In the example, three files are generated - StackJStacklmpl.java
and RemStack_StackImpl.java contain the constraint-checking code, while
StacklmplProxy.java carries out the runtime checks. The constraint checking
mechanism is greatly influenced by DBCProxy, a Java-oriented design-by-
contract framework [19]. DBCProxy uses Java's dynamic proxy mechanism
and reflection to enforce constraints. However, as this approach is highly
Java-specific, it has been used to develop a simpler, static solution that is
clearer, more efficient and more applicable to other programming languages.
Instantiation and invocation of the proxy is shown in Figure 6. The proxy
is used by calling the static getlnstance() method. A variable of interface
type Stack is declared and assigned to getlnstanceQ. The proxy contains
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boolean switches that enable/disable the assertions for each interface that the
component implements. If an interface's constraints are switched on,
getlnstance() returns a proxy instance, otherwise it returns an instance of the
component. Once the client attempts to place an item on the stack, the call is
rerouted through the proxy. In this example, StacklmplProxy uses
Stack_StackImpl to check the relevant assertions. In this case, it firstly
checks any preconditions on put(), and then it invokes the actual operation
on the component. It then checks any postconditions and finally any
interface invariants to ensure that the component is in the correct state.
ADL description
«fnterface» ^
Stack J ^
- StackArch.xml
StacklmpUlass
>
«irnplemerrtation»
Stacklmpl
interface Stack (extract)
void put(Object obj)
pre - !obj().full(), wait
post - !obj().emptyO
obj
inv-obj().count()>=0
inv- obJO-courrtO <- obj().capacity()
GENERATED FROM StackArch.xml
RemStack.jaua
Stack_Stacklmpi.java
PROXY
StacklmpfProxyjava
StacklmplProxy
StMklmpl.class
«implementation>>
Stacklmpl
Figure 5. Stack Example - files generated from ADL description
Stack_Stacklmpl.jaua
Stack stack * Stack.StacklmpLgetlnstanceO
client :
Stack_Stacklmpl
[PFel jpj5il M
Stack.java
\ Stack f
Stack Stacklmpl
iPFil fpHitl fiH5|
3
CoreProxy.put(obj,thl8);
4.3 inv.ChecklnyariantsO
PROXY
StacklmpProxyJava
StacklmplProxy
42 post.putO
4 prcputO
4t
wrappee.put(obj) «implementation»
Stacklmpl
Figure 6. Example proxy instantiation and invocation
An ADL-based environment should be able to provide concrete support
for exception handling. Beugnard et al. identify four approaches to dealing
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with constraint violations [20]. The generated proxy addresses some of these
concerns for interface-level constraints:
1. Reject - Raise an exception and propagate it to the client.
2. Ignore - Proceed with the operation, ignoring any adverse effect.
3. Wait - If a precondition fails, this mode defaults to waiting until the
precondition becomes true. This synchronization protocol is based on
separate objects [21], first used in Eiffel. Obviously, this only applies in
concurrent contexts.
4. Negotiate - This involves the renegotiation of the client-server contract,
allowing the client to retry the operation, possibly with new values.
The proxy in this example defaults to the Reject mode. The Ignore mode
can be applied to any constraint by appending an "ignore" parameter to it.
Also, the proxy allows the Wait mode to be applied to a precondition by
appending a "wait" parameter, inheriting this feature from the DBCProxy
framework. At present, the proxy does not support the Negotiate mode, but
future work will investigate the implications of doing so.
8. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The approach discussed in this paper provides a foundation that allows
ADLs to support concrete, practical interface descriptions, thereby
broadening their scope of use. Its treatment of platform independent and
platform specific concerns is pivotal to allowing the ADL description to be a
permanent, meaningful artifact from high-level architectural analysis
through to maintenance and evolution. It is compliant with the Model Driven
Architecture (MDA) philosophy, providing a basis for the transformation of
platform independent ADL interface descriptions into platform specific ones.
This is a step towards allowing platform independent ADL descriptions to
evolve into platform specific ones.
In order to provide precise mappings between language-independent and
language-specific interfaces, future work will aim to add further clarification
of informal feature semantics, and also to demonstrate how the approach can
be used to support a typical component-based development process.
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